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PRESS RELEASE

🌑 ONE OF ONE Announces the Release of "Fully Connected" EP and Virtual World Tour

Rock alternative band ONE OF ONE is excited to announce the release of their new EP, "Fully

Connected," this spring. The EP features five tracks that explore the themes of quantum parallel

universes, dystopian realities, and spiritual enlightenment. With a mix of instrumental and spoken

word pieces, the EP showcases the band's unique sound and vision.

Comprised of two male bass players who are also multi-instrumentalists and a female singer-

songwriter, ONE OF ONE brings a rock sensibility with industrial overtones to their music and

lyrics. "Fully Connected" is a journey through the variable stages of physical transcendence and

spiritual integration.

To celebrate the release of "Fully Connected," ONE OF ONE is embarking on a virtual world tour

that will take place across 24 different time zones. The band will present their visual EP to a live

audience every hour for 24 hours, embodying the concept of being fully connected. The

musicians, MOMO, Scott, and Crila, are excited to share their music with fans around the world.

"We can't wait for everyone to hear 'Fully Connected' and experience our virtual world tour," says

MOMO. "We've put our hearts and souls into this EP, and we think it really captures the essence

of ONE OF ONE."

"Fully Connected" will be available on all major music platforms this spring. Stay tuned for more

information on ONE OF ONE's virtual world tour dates and locations.
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